GoDIRECT™ FLIGHT PLANNING

Smarter, more integrated flight planning is here

Honeywell
GoDirect™ Flight Planning is a professional flight planning service that helps you create, optimize and file personalized flight plans faster, easier and more accurately than ever before.

Plan for any domestic or international destination with intuitive and easy-to-use tools, full access to our website flightservices.honeywell.com and our iPad application GoDirect Flight Bag Pro.

With GoDirect Flight Planning and the GoDirect Flight Bag Pro electronic flight bag app, computing a flight plan and preparing for your preflight has never been more streamlined.

**FLIGHT PLANNING SOFTWARE ENGINEERED BY PILOTS, FOR PILOTS**

Honeywell makes life easier for operators by connecting pilots and dispatchers to real-time weather, airport alerts and air traffic control information. Pilots can use our tools to develop their own flight plans, or talk to one of our licensed dispatchers to get guidance and assistance. Either way, they’re minutes away from efficient flight plans for any destination in the world. And now with the debut of our new flight planning engine from GoDirect, viewing multiple, viewing multiple routes literally happens in seconds.

- Improve efficiency with route overlays, mapping and tracking to plan routes that match your goals
- Reduce costs with plans that more accurately track fuel consumption
- Increase accuracy with higher cleared as filed rates with air traffic control
- Save time with faster computed plans and more direct routes

**WITH GODIRECT FLIGHT PLANNING YOU GET:**

- 24/7 access to our highly-trained flight planning specialists and licensed dispatchers.
- Access to new flight planning tools via our website, electronic flight bag application and datalink live chat.
- Integration with other flight management tools like scheduling software, charts and flight tracking.
- Personalized flight planning with features customized for your specific aircraft.
- Single sign-on to view your flight tracking, cabin connectivity and flight planning subscriptions.
FLIGHT PLANNING SOFTWARE ENGINEERED BY PILOTS, FOR PILOTS

Honeywell is modernizing flight planning with the debut of a new flight planning engine from GoDirect. This brand-new flight planning software computes, faster, more accurate flights plans than previously available.

When computing, our software can provide up to 12 routes at multiple flight levels and multiple approaches and departures within seconds. Additionally, you can select the route based on time, fuel used and forecasted weather around the globe.

The application utilizes OEM performance data for your aircraft to create a flight profile tailored to your specific needs. Using the most current weather forecasts along the optimized route, you’ll receive precise fuel-burn calculations and accurate arrival times for every flight.

ACTIVE FLIGHT FOLLOWING KEEPS YOU ON TRACK

Active flight following is included and assigns a flight data specialist to each filed flight plan to give you the most accurate and timely weather alerts and hazard advisories from wheels-up to wheels-down.

With GoDirect Flight Planning, you’ll have an unprecedented new level of situational awareness to enhance the safety and on-time performance for all your flights. Backed by our live 24/7 flight concierge dispatchers, GoDirect is an integrated family of software applications that help pilots get passengers to destinations faster, safer and more reliably.

KEY FEATURES:

- Greater configurability: choose more cruise speeds than ever before, regardless of aircraft make and type.
- Data at your fingertips: route performance data is provided with each route option, allowing data based decisions for multiple cruise modes for every route.
- Increased accuracy: know exactly how much fuel to carry and exactly how much time it will take from departure to destination.
Find out more
About Honeywell’s GoDirect Flight Planning, please visit us at:
aerospace.honeywell.com/
GoDirectFlightPlanning

To learn more
Please contact your Honeywell sales representative or
call 1-888-634-3330
or email godirectsales@honeywell.com
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